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Caption: Re-growth cedar: This is what happens if you don’t continue to clear

Cedar IS a native plant!
There are seven species of juniper or cedar native to Texas, but only three species grow
naturally in Central Texas. The three trees are commonly called Ashe juniper (Juniperus ashei),
eastern red cedar (Juniperus virginiana), and red-berry juniper (Juniperus pinchotii); however
they are known by many other names. Considered native, cedar has lived in the Texas
woodlands since before the first European immigrants settled here.
In 1857, an early Texas traveler named Olmstead wrote a description of what he saw after
crossing the Blanco River about half way between Boerne and Austin: “…We pitched our tent at
night in a live-oak grove… Behind us were the continuous wooded heights, with a thick screen
of cedars; before us, very beautiful prairies, rolling off far to the southward, with the smooth
grassed surface, varied here and there by herds of cattle, and little belts, mottes and groups of
live oak.” This word picture suggests that in the mid-1850s, fewer cedar trees and more
extensive grasslands spread across the Texas woodlands than do today.

Caption: Ashe Juniper, or Juniperus ashei, is the only native species that grows in the Texas
Southwest Woodlands otherwise known as the Hill Country.

The beginning of the CEDAR WAR…
Before the mid-1800s, huge herds of buffalo periodically migrated through the Texas
woodlands. The consumed nutritious grasses and forbs and their feet disturbed the soil. Thus,
buffalo herds put heavy grazing pressure on the plants but only intermittently. These are the
conditions under which the native plants and habitats of our region developed for thousands of
years.
After the U.S. Government instituted its policy of controlling the Native Americans by
removing their livelihood, the buffalo herds declined rapidly. As sheep and cattle ranching
increased and barbed wire fencing was introduced to control livestock, more and more land was
fenced and grazed by sedentary herds. The habits and impact of these domestic species were far
different from those of the free roaming buffalo. This is when we entered into the “cedar war”
that continues today.

Caption: Impact of cattle on the land is far different from free-roaming buffalo.

Why is cedar so hard to control?
Cedar is a unique drought-tolerant tree that grows well in a variety of soils; however, it also
is killed easily by fire. Before European settlements and extensive ranching, the spread of cedar
was kept in check by wildfire, ignited by lightning and Native American peoples. These fires
burned far and wide on lush grass fuels and kept cedar trees limited to locations that did not
experience regular fires. Much of the heavy grass cover was eaten by cattle, fires were less
common and cedar spread.
Because previous land use has disturbed the balance of nature, today we have far more cedar
than we would like. One way to think of it is that cedar likes living here as much as we do.
Because of cedar’s (specifically Ashe Juniper’s) ability to grow in alkaline soil, through extreme
cold and heat and with very little water, it can out compete other trees to thrive on our hills and
canyons. As a result, we are in direct competition with this hardy plant for water and nutrient
resources. Our strategies for successful cedar management must e based on sound information
and wise judgment.

Caption: Cedar, which is well adapted to our climate and soil, can survive ice storms, pictured
above, as well as extreme heat.

Take your time
A general rule says, “Cedar management should focus on regrowth cedar where benefits are
greatest and expense is most economical. Avoid clearing ‘old growth’ cedar and cedar on steep
slopes where it provides important wildlife habitat.” Beyond that, we do not have a single
recommended “no thinking involved” method to control cedar. What should be done depends on
the species of cedar, the age of cedar growth, soil condition, land slope and direction, as well as
personal land use goals.
Take your time. Get to know your land through the soles of your boots. Get to know your
neighbors too, and learn what they know about the history of land use in your area. Talk with
your family about what you want from your land.
Walk and talk, and look and listen for at least a year. Keep a written record of your
observations, thoughts and conversations. Give yourself time to get to know your land in all the
seasons. Only then are you ready to make a winning plan. Start by writing both long and shortterm goals with short-term goals to be accomplished in one year, and long-term goals might be
what you want your land to look like in five, ten or even, twenty years. Once your goals are
clear, choose the steps necessary to reach those goals.
For example, if you have a cedar covered slope with small grass clumps and your goal is to
change it into grassland, don’t clear-cut. Removing all the cedar from an overgrown slope will
produce undesirable soil erosion before the existing grass can spread to replace the cedar cover.
Instead, cut 50-80% of the cedar. Leave plenty of slash in contact with the ground to hold the
soil until the grass returns naturally. The new grass needs time to produce root systems and
ground cover that will blanket the ground and catch the rainwater.
Then, after clearing cedar, rest the land from grazing for at least a year. With normal
rainfall, existing grasses will reestablish themselves before they are subjected again to the feet
and mouths of livestock.

Why not get rid of it all?

To birds and other wildlife, a park-like setting with an expanse of short grass under a
monoculture of live oaks is a poverty-stricken desert with little food or shelter. Unlike a native
desert with its natural mix of plant and animal species, a live oak/short grass park in an unstable
community.
In most situations, clearing every stick of cedar is unnecessary and not the best choice for
environmental quality. The Texas woodlands has a unique forest ecology that bears closer
examination. Our land, historically, supported different combinations of woody plant species
depending on its slope and direction.
For example, an east-facing slope might typically have a mix of hardwoods such as
Escarpment Black Cherry, Big-Tooth Maple, Pale Buckeye, Carolina Buckthorn and Texas Ash.
A west-facing slope might have Spanish Oak, Mountain Cedar, Mountain Laurel, Gum Bumelia
and Mexican Persimmon. In either case, the healthy forest ecosystem has an overstory, midstory, and understory with grass and forb ground cover. This winning combination thrives and
protects the soil from erosion in all forested ecosystems. On flat land or on land with slopes less
than 20 degrees, if optimum grass production is your goal, you can clear all the cedar. Before
clearing, check to make sure that you still have at least sparse grass clumps as a seed source for
re-growth. If not, see the section on reseeding, Pg. 12.
Note: Make a Plan! You may have different goals and therefore different

cedar clearing methods for different parts of your property.

When is cedar clearing not advised?
Before clearing cedar, look for a browse line under the cedar. This defined line will be at
the upper reach of white-tailed deer or goats. It indicated that the property is heavily
overpopulated by deer or livestock. Next, check the soil under the cedar for grass for forbs. If
you don’t find any, the animals have eaten the food supply and seed source down so drastically
that there is no chance of re-growth. Under these conditions, you have two choices: leave the
cedar because it is a relatively stable community or exclude all browsing animals, clear and reseed with native grasses from a commercial supplier.
Note: Clear In Phases! Cedar control can be overwhelming and seem

impossible. Clear in phases. Divide the job into small parcels. Put
your cedar clearing efforts on a rotation cycle. When making a cedarclearing schedule, consider your physical and financial constraints.
Clearing smaller plots instead of clearing everything at once is less
stressful on the environment. Take your time.

What are the best mechanical, chemical
and biological methods for cedar
removal?
Chemical

Chemicals can be used to kill cedar trees about three feet tall or less. Larger cedar trees
must be cut or burned. If you must use a chemical, one herbicide, Velpar is inexpensive on a per
acre basis. Use two milliliters per three feet of tree height, and apply directly to the soil within
three feet of its trunk.
Velpar degrades at a moderate to moderately fast rate, depending on soil type, microbial
activity and temperature. Thus do not use Velper on marshy or poorly drained sites or on clay
soils.
On occasion, Velpar will translocate, particularly on sandy or sandy loam soils, and affect
non-target species. Therefore, follow label directions carefully! Oaks are extremely sensitive
to Velpar and could be killed by accident.

Fire/Prescribed Burn
On rural property with second growth cedar under 5 feet tall, fire is recommended. A
prescribed burn on old growth cedar stands is not recommended because their crown fires are too
easily out of control. If you wish to burn a parcel that is not within a subdivision or city limits,
contact your local Cooperative Extension agent, Natural Resource Conservation Service
representative or the Hill Country Prescribed Fire Association.

Goats

In some circumstances, goats can be used to control Ashe juniper since this cedar dies when
all green growth is removed. To clear a pasture with early second growth cedar at a height
accessible to the goats, use a herd of goats pastured during December – February.
The disadvantage in this cedar control method is that goats will eat nearly everything else
before they consume the plant you want most to control. Since cedar is low on the goats’
preference list, small non-target evergreen species such as live oak and the tender shoots and
branches of small deciduous shrubs and hardwoods will be eaten first. Also, red-berry juniper,
found in the Texas North Woodlands, can re-sprout from its base even when all green is
removed.

Tools
For small jobs or where adequate human labor is available, tree shears, chain saws, nippers
and loppers are the recommended tools for cedar removal (with the exception of red-berry
juniper which can resprout from its base). Although labor intensive, these tools allow the most
careful selection of the trees to be cut and trees to be saved.
Bulldozers are used on large ranches or when making a wide path through a cedar thicket.
Because of the machine’s size and power, it is easy to remove desirable plants with the
targeted species. Clearly tag trees to be saved. Always use an operator who is responsible
to your instructions, and if possible, be present during the work.
Chaining, a method where a massive chain is dragged across the land between two
caterpillars, is not recommended because chaining destroys all tree indiscriminately.
The hydro-axe is a machine that chews a cedar tree from its top down to the ground. Its
draw-back is that it sometimes creates a mulch pile too deep for quick recover of the lands.
Hydraulic shears are usually mounted on front of a bobcat. They can nip the tree off at
ground level, so they don’t disturb soil like a bulldozer does. Most shears work on trees of
2-14” diameter. Bobcats don’t work safely on steep slopes where cedar should not be
cleared anyway. Clearing cedar on steep inclines yields little range benefit and damages
important wildlife habitat.
Back hoe implement attached to a tractor by be a useful mechanism for “grubbing” redberry juniper. This implement can pop the root crown out of the ground preventing it from
re-sprouting. Contacting a professional is particularly important when trying to identify and
remove red-berry juniper in the Texas North Woodlands.

Caption: Hydraulic shears are a good choice for bigger jobs.

What do I do with the mountains of cut
cedar?
No matter what tools are used for cedar clearing, you will end up with unwieldy mountains
of slash. When clearing cedar from a slope of 25degrees or greater, always leave some slash at
the top to slow surface water flow. For maximum effect, place some branches with trunks up
and some with trunks downhill.
If you have cleared under a hardwood and you have to plans for a prescribed burn, stack
slash heavily under the tree. Or if you want a cleaner look, you can put a half-inch layer of cedar
mulch on the ground that will shade the soil and lower soil temperature but still allow grass and
forbs to grow. The mulch layer will also retain moisture and support more plant regeneration.

Caption: Mountains of cedar slash can be burned or reused.
Disk chippers are good for reducing huge cedar slash piles into useful mulch chips. They
often rent locally, and can be safe and easy to use. Most disk chippers will grind up cedar from
seven-inch diameter trees down to the smallest twigs. Use the chipper to spread the mulch over a
wide area, so that it is no deeper than ½ inch thick. Deeper mulch will smother dormant grass
and forb seeds and prevent their re-growth.

Caption: A disk chipper is a good way to make cedar mulch.
You may also want to burn much of your slash, but be sure to check with the county for
current burn regulations. Remember that nothing will grow for a long time in the soil under a
cedar pile fire, where the fire’s intense heat sterilizes the soil. Burning is best done on moist
winter days with no wind. Always keep a close eye on the burn pile. Get knowledgeable help
and have an emergency plan ready should the fire escape your control. Your neighbors will not
appreciate a wild fire running onto their land and killing their trees.

Caption: A cedar tepee provides long-lasting animal habitats.
Note: Build a brush pile for birds and wildlife!

Some of the cedar
slash can be used to build brush pills and create bird habitat. In open
areas, build cedar tepees with branches on the ground and trunks tied
together in the air. These tepees will remain good wildlife habitat for at
least 15 years; whereas cedar stack on the ground will compress in a
couple years and only be useful to the smallest rodents.

Protect cleared bare soil from erosion
As you clear, read your land and look for bare ground made by old runoff streams. Place the
cedar slash in windrows over these paths. Leave the windrows 1-2 years or until the new grass
cover is established. To prevent erosion on very steep slopes, never remove all the cedar. When
clearing on lesser grades leave windrows at the top of each slope. Place the slash in contact with
the ground where it will catch and slow the runoff so it can be absorbed. Frequently, rainwater is
absorbed at this height and then seeps out slowly at a lower level where it waters a second plant
community.

Caption: Create a wind row to help prevent erosion.
Note: What kind of grass seed should

I use to re-seed? In most
situations, it is unnecessary to spread grass seed in cleared areas.
Enough seed is usually still present to regenerate itself. If you do need
to re-seed an area that has lost its natural seed source, find a local
source of native seed that guarantees its product. Don’t plant K-R
bluestem or any mix that includes it or any other non-native species. Be
aware that native seed is expensive so establishing patches that will be a
seed source for the larger parcel may be your best choice.

What do I need to protect the trees I
want to keep?
When clearing cedar you will encounter hardwoods that should be protected during the
massive environmental changes you are engineering. Be careful to avoid drastically altering the
microclimate around any hardwood tree. Spanish Oaks are especially sensitive. If the whole
area under a hardwood is cleared, stress is created by a sudden rise in soil temperature.
Some thick cedar may also act as “nurse trees” where plants, especially vulnerable to deer
browse, to grow within their branches. Canyon Mock-Orange, American Smoketree, Madrone
and Sycamore-Leaf Snowbell are a few that commonly grow within protection of Ashe juniper.

Caption: Cedar often serves as a “nurse tree” for Smoketree (Cotinus obovata) seedlings, as
pictured here.
Note: Park’s Story “Much of our land was choked with cedar. The

hardwood trees struggled for space and no sunlight or rain penetrated

the cedar canopy to support undergrowth. We wanted our land to
become more wildlife-friendly, and imagined free-standing oaks, elm,
cherry, grasses and shrubs. We hired a crew to clear cedar but leave
the largest old cedar and those on steep canyon sides.
Unfortunately, we could not be present to make sure that our orders
were followed and almost every stick of cedar was removed. Our land
was left bare and vulnerable to erosion. We lost a lot of soil.” –Dick
Park

Cedar is NOT a water hog!
Cedar, like any tree, needs a lot of water to live, but a cedar tree does not waste water. It
could not multiply and spread so widely across our dry hillsides if it did. Cedar is, in fact, a
xeriscape plant that retains and uses its water very efficiently. This is possible because it has
small leaves covered with a waxy coating that limits transpiration or water loss. Conversely, a
tree such as sycamore that has big thin leaves with a large surface area is a water guzzler because
of the high rate of transpiration or water loss through its leaves. This is why sycamores grow
only along streams and lakes or other places where water is plentiful.
Cedar is a large plant that needs plenty of water and dissolved nutrients to grow, this is the
main reason cedar has such a big effect on water supplies. Cedar thickets create a closed canopy
whose dense overhead cover prevents precipitation from reaching the ground. Most of the
rainwater captured in this way evaporates back into the atmosphere. Thus, the water never
reaches the ground level where it could get into the soil.
On the other hand, this negative characteristic can also be a positive on steep slopes that are
most subject to erosion. A cedar brake in a steep-sided canyon will reduce runoff and prevent
soil loss. In addition, the precipitation that makes its way more slowly down to the ground on
these slopes will be more likely to percolate into the soil.
Note: The Three W’s WAIT a full cycle of seasons. WATCH the changes

that happen naturally. WONDER about the consequences of your
actions.

Clear it anyway!
However water efficient it is, cedar does use water, and the large monocultures of cedar
that have spread across much of the Texas woodlands consume significant amounts of water.
The water used by these cedar trees is not available to other plants, surface streams, or
underground aquifers.
By clearing large, heavy stands of cedar, rainwater may be made available to grasses,
shrubs, and other trees as well as surface and groundwater supplies. Large-scale cedar clearing
projects throughout a watershed coupled with groundwater infiltration dams can assure that the
maximum amount of rainwater is absorbed by the soil and enters the underground aquifer.
Everything we do that stops rainwater runoff and increased its infiltration into the soil helps

either the local habitat or the ground water supply. Even a back-yard gardener can help by
placing a thin (no deeper that ½”) layer of cedar mulch on soil to enhance rainwater absorption.
This practice helps grass and forb seeds germinate and grow into an absorbent carpet that
protects the soil from erosion and increase infiltration.
If your property has a cedar thicket or second growth cedar, how much you clear will
depend on your land management goals. It is not necessary to remove all the cedar from your
land to help our surface and ground water supplies. Clearing in a way that prevents erosion,
opens a closed canopy, and increases the amount of water absorbed by the soil, will benefit
nearby streams, stabilize a healthy environment and help recharge the aquifer.

Caption: Dense cedar supports little undergrowth

How does cedar affect the biodiversity of
native plant communities?
Cedar thicket is a community with relatively low biodiversity. It probably contains more
plant species than most realize, but many species will not thrive in the heavy shade made by a
dense cedar thicket. To foster biodiversity, keep mixed species mottes even if they contain some
cedar. Thinning a thick cedar brake will allow sunlight to reach the understory shrubs, forbs and
grasses.
Be patient. Wait before spending money on new plants or seed. Give the existing plants an
opportunity to thrive in the new light and let dormant seeds germinate. You may be surprised at
how many species you have.
A prescribed burn is also very effective in stimulation germination of seeds long dormant
and available to renew the plant community.
(Refer to the section on fire, Pg. 8)
Note: The Dietz/Ressel Ranch Story “Soon after moving into our new

home, we learned of a cedar chopper who would clear cedar in return
for the posts he could harvest. What could be a better deal? Clear the
cedar and pay the service with the cedar! Our ignorant arrangement
was that the cedar chopper would cut & harvest and we would pile &
burn.

We never realized what a daunting task burning acres of cut cedar could
be and never found the time to push, pile, and burn the downed cedar.
Soon, new growth pushed up through the old stubble, creating an
impenetrable mass of dead and new vegetation.
Lessons learned: Don’t bite off more than you can chew and consider
the long-term results of today’s decisions!” –Darwin Ressel

Wildlife really DOES use cedar!
Cedar can be important cover in the winter when all animals and birds need shelter from the
winter wind. A thick second growth cedar tree with heavy branches covered with leaves all the
way to the ground will be better cover than a slender tree with branches only at the top.
Many birds eat cedar berries. The Scrub jay is a species whose numbers have been
declining in recent years resulting in its consideration as a priority species. This large jay
depends on cedar for its next and the cedar berries for its food. The endangered Golden-cheeked
Warbler feeds on insects that live among the leaves and branches of the hardwood trees that are
commonly mixed with cedar in east or north facing canyons. The endemic species, exclusive to
the Texas woodlands, often nests in the sheltered canyons of the Edward’s Plateau, where it
builds its next using slender strips of bark pick off older cedar trees.
Caption: Many birds, like this scrubjay, depend on cedar berries as a staple in their diet. Insert
Scrubjay Photo

Cedar Management to Promote Wildlife!
Areas of mixed plant species will feed and provide nest sites for breeding, migratory and
resident birds. For example, thrashers, thrush, towhees and wrens thrive in old second growth
cedar with understory for shelter and nesting. Thus, in assessing second growth, leave trees that
provide the most shelter for these birds and other wildlife.
When choosing which cedar trees to keep and which to clear, remove trees with straight
trunks and leave multi-trunk trees for perches and cover.
If you are clearing under hardwood tree it is beneficial to leave some cedar to maintain
diversity and provide cover for many different kinds of wildlife. When clearing yond second
growth cedar, leave the thick round cedar bush that can be an insulated cover for wintering
songbirds.

Caption: Second growth Ashe juniper or “ball cedar” provides shelter for wildlife.
Note: Utilize Cut Cedar as a Resource Brush piles attract and

provide
cover for birds and wildlife. Cedar branches can be used to prevent
erosion. Cedar mulch will keep soil cool and moist around hardwood
trees.
Check your land periodically and review the impact of your clearing.

Clear Cedar and Create Wildlife Habitat!
Since wildlife depend on plants for food and shelter, plant communities are an important
ingredient in wildlife management strategies. A useful general rule is, “the greater the diversity
of plants, the better the wildlife habitat.” So, to maximize wildlife opportunities on your land,
create a mosaic of habitats that provides many different kinds of cover and food.
Sometimes just cutting a path or bulldozing a road will admit sunlight and allow you to see
what is possible. A new road or trail will afford you vantage point for identifying areas to
change. It also creates an edge, a transitional area, and a habitat that may nurture species that
don’t find the necessary food or shelter in a dense cedar brake.
Like all wildlife, deer need food, water and cover. They will eat cedar if they are starving
but cedar doesn’t provide nutrition for a healthy animal. When clearing cedar, create good deer
cover by clearing in meandering lines no wider than 100 yards.
Note: Make a Path: Wildlife Habitat Story “Finally, with my trusty

loppers, I cleared limbs away from an emerging trail through the cedar
thicket. I followed the path of least resistance towards the next big oak

and realized I had a plan. I wanted a path through this mess, so I could
walk and enjoy the coolness of the shade during hot summer days.
After marking, clearing and burning, my path is complete. The oaks are
freed, the shade preserved and the dense bushy cedars at the edge of the
road still give me privacy. My path is wonderful. The light is soft and
filtered by and overhead canopy. I still hear the same abundant bird
songs and the deer trail has fresh tracks.” –Bitsy Pratt

What about Golden-cheeked Warblers?
These birds are summer residents that winter in southern Mexico and Central America and
nest only in Texas woodlands. Thus, the habitat you supply is of special importance. Goldencheeked Warblers usually net in hardwood trees and use strips of bark hanging on “old growth”
cedar trees to build their nests.
If you have shaded canyons, you may have Golden-cheeked Warbler habitat. These places
are cooler than south and west-facing canyons and have a higher percentage of hardwood trees.
To change a cedar-infested canyon in ideal warbler habitat, do no remove more than 35% of
the total tree canopy. You might take out trees that are straight and less than 10 feet tall and use
them as fence poles.
For more information n how to identify and manage for Golden-cheeked Warblers see the
Texas Parks & Wildlife Department publication Management Guidelines for the Golden-cheeked
Warbler.
To obtain a copy, call 1-800-792-1112, press 0 for the operator and ask for the endangered
species office at extension 7011.
Caption: Golden-cheeked Warblers use strips of bark hanging on “old-growth” cedar trees to
build their nests. Insert Warbler Photo

A Special Note from the Texas Forest
Service:

Cedar, Wildfire & Your Home
The ecology of cedar and fire has always been closely interwoven. Fire kills cedar and
controls its spread. As the human population of the Texas woodlands increased, the occurrence
of fire decreased and the population of cedar increased. Although fire is an excellent
management tool, we want to prevent wildfires that can threaten life and property. Thus, if you
are concerned about protecting your property from wildfire, follow these simple tree
maintenance rules:
• To protect buildings from wildfire, avoid planting or preserving trees closer than 15 feet,
and prune branches at least 4 feet from walls and roofs.
• To prevent fire from spreading between trees, space them 20-30 feet apart.

•

To limit the spread of ground fire through a grove of trees, remove low dead branches
and raise the canopy to slightly less than half of the total tree height.

